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Statement of DPRK Foreign Ministry Spokesman
Pyongyang, December 24 (KCNA) -- A spokesperson for the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the DPRK on Sunday issued the following statement:
The United States, completely terrified at our accomplishment of the great
historic cause of completing the state nuclear force, is getting more and more
frenzied in the moves to impose the harshest-ever sanctions and pressure on our
country.
On December 23, the U.S., while denouncing our successful test launch of ICBM
Hwasong-15, cooked up once again the UN Security Council "sanctions resolution"
2397 which is tantamount to complete economic blockade of the DPRK.
We define this "sanctions resolution" rigged up by the U.S. and its followers as a
grave infringement upon the sovereignty of our Republic, as an act of war violating
peace and stability in the Korean peninsula and the region and categorically reject
the "resolution".
The reason we have achieved the great cause of completing the state nuclear force,
overcoming all kinds of hardships and weathering through manifold difficulties is to
safeguard the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the country, ensure the peaceful
life of the people and reliably guarantee peace and security of the Korean peninsula
and the world against the nuclear blackmail policy and nuclear threats of the U.S
imperialists.
As we have stated several times, our nuclear weapons are self-defensive
deterrence that does not contradict any international law since we have developed
and completed them in a fair and legitimate way outside of the Treaty on the Non[1]

Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons in order to put an end to the hostile policy and
nuclear threats and blackmail of the U.S.
It is a philosophical truth we have found through the past showdown with the U.S.
that strengthening the powerful nuclear deterrence in every way is the only way to
frustrate the moves of the U.S. who makes it its daily business to carry on military
threats and blackmail in every region to realize its preposterous dream of hegemony
over the world, advocating the "America First Policy" based on force.
There is no more fatal blunder than the miscalculation that the U.S. and its
followers could check by already worn-out "sanctions" the victorious advance of our
people who have brilliantly accomplished the great historic cause of completing the
state nuclear force, the cause of building a rocket power capable of coping with any
nuclear war against the U.S.
The U.S. should not forget even a second the entity of the DPRK which rapidly
emerged as a strategic state capable of posing a substantial nuclear threat to the U.S.
mainland.
If the U.S. wishes to live safely, it must abandon its hostile policy towards the
DPRK and learn to co-exist with the country that has nuclear weapons and should
wake up from its pipe dream of our country giving up nuclear weapons which we
have developed and completed through all kinds of hardships.
Those countries that raised their hands in favor of this "sanctions resolution" shall
be held completely responsible for all the consequences to be caused by the
"resolution" and we will make sure for ever and ever that they pay heavy price for
what they have done.
Whatever difficulties and challenges lie ahead of our road of advance, we neither
feel disappointed nor are afraid of them but are optimistic about brighter future, and
no force in the world can break our people's indomitable spirit.
We will further consolidate our self-defensive nuclear deterrence aimed at
fundamentally eradicating the U.S. nuclear threats, blackmail and hostile moves by
establishing the practical balance of force with the U.S.
No matter how crazy the U.S. and the hostile forces become in their maneuvers
against our country, our Republic that advances with the great power of the
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invincible single-minded unity around the great leader, the strongest military force
and the self-reliance and self-development will always shine as the powerful country
and the fortress of independence in politics, self-support in the economy and selfreliance in defense.

Press Statement of Korea-Europe Association
Pyongyang, December 22 (KCNA) -- A spokesperson of the Korea-Europe
Association on Friday issued the following statement:
It was reported that on Dec. 19, in an interview with a newspaper in Britain, the
British defense secretary made reckless remarks such as "the pariah regime is on the
pathway to have ballistic missiles that could strike London", "this is a real threat to
the U.K." and "Britain has to step up in terms of dealing with it", referring to the
self-defensive state nuclear force of our dignified Republic.
We are shocked that the current defense secretary of Britain, right after taking the
office, expressed his view that our state nuclear force poses a "threat to London".
The defense secretary of a country should at least have the ability to see what
constitutes a threat to the country and who is the culprit behind a threat to the world
peace.
It is no coincidence that he is criticized even at home as a person without basic
military knowledge.
It is a fact all people with proper sense would know that Trump is the rogue who
uttered the words of totally destroying a sovereign country in the sacred UN arena
and the U.S. is the rogue state that threatens to use force to anyone who is even
slightly offending to it.
Our deterrence is the guarantee that defends the sovereignty of the country and
nation and the rights to existence and safeguards peace in the Korean peninsula and
the region against the U.S.
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Our nuclear force would not pose any threat to any country and region as long as
the interests of the DPRK are not infringed upon.
Nevertheless, the British defense secretary is crying out that our nuclear force is
posing a threat to the U.K. This cannot be explained in any other way but as a
servile act of Britain to give good impression to the U.S. who is inciting
international cooperation to isolate and pressure our country by "demonizing" it.
If the U.K. continues to kowtow to the U.S. in this way, others will say that the
U.K is not acting in a way that deserves the prestige as a permanent member state of
the UNSC and it will only tarnish its image.

DPRK Foreign Ministry Spokesman Snipes at U.S. Report
on "National Security Strategy"
" written and announced by the Trump administration is, indeed, a typical
outcome of the Yankee-style arrogance seeking total subordination of the whole
world to the interests of the U.S. It is also a criminal document which clearly
reflects the gangster-like nature of Trump who likes to create trouble and fish in that
troubled Pyongyang, December 22 (KCNA) -- A spokesman for the Foreign
Ministry of the DPRK released the following statement on Friday:
The United States released a report on so-called "National Security Strategy" on
December 18.
The "National Security Strategywaters.
This has fully revealed that "America first policy" which the gang of Trump is
crying out loudly about is nothing but the proclamation of aggression aimed at
holding sway over the world according to its taste and at its own free will.
The U.S. administrations continue to change and hence the diplomatic and
security policies also "change" this or that way. However, there is no change at all in
the strategic goal of the U.S. to achieve hegemony over the world by means of force
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and particularly, the goal to stifle our country and turn the entire Korean peninsula
into an outpost for seeking that hegemony remains unchanged.
Out of our will to safeguard the peace and stability on the Korean peninsula and
put an end to the nuclear threat and blackmail and the hostile policy of the U.S., we
held bilateral talks with the U.S. and various forms of multilateral talks such as the
Four Party Talks and the Six Party Talks over the last two decades and during the
course we had reached some agreements.
However, the previous U.S. administrations threw all the agreements reached
with us into a garbage can like waste paper under the absurd assumption that the
DPRK would "collapse" and indulged only in the attempts at onward nuclear threat
and blackmail as well as sanctions and pressure designed to obliterate the DPRK,
even branding it as a "rogue state", "axis of evil", "outpost of tyranny" and "target of
preemptive nuclear strike".
We chose the road of possessing the nuclear weapons to defend our sovereignty
and rights to existence and development in the face of ever increased hostile moves
and nuclear threats and blackmail of the U.S. We are convinced that the only way to
ensuring a lasting peace on the Korean peninsula is to have the deterrence that
ensures a practical balance of force with the U.S.
The international society should keep vigilance against the maneuvers of the gang
of Trump to invade and control the DPRK with force by igniting a nuclear war at
any cost in the Korean peninsula and clearly see through the ulterior motive behind
its repeated talk of dialogue, designed to cover up its evil intention and mock the
world.
The gang of Trump likes to pose itself as if its country is a world superpower.
However, the U.S. is nothing but a corpse going to the grave.

Rodong Sinmun Flails S. Korean Regime's Acts of
Sycophancy toward U.S.
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Pyongyang, December 22 (KCNA) -- The chief executive of south Korea has sold
off the interests of the nation, being keen on sycophancy to the U.S. and dependence
on outsiders after yielding to the pressure from his American master, says Rodong
Sinmun Friday in a commentary.
The commentary goes on:
The puppet regime has to be exposed to retaliatory intimidation by the
neighboring countries if it toes the U.S. line. If it kowtows to the neighboring
countries, it is bound to face a frosty reception by the U.S.
Foreign media are commenting that such poor position is reminiscent of a shrimp
getting its back broken in a fight between whales.
This is something quite natural.
History and the Korean nation are asking the puppet regime standing at a
crossroads of its destiny whether it would take the new path of national
independence by pooling efforts with the compatriots in the north or persistently
pursue sycophancy to outsiders and dependence on them, regarding it as its
inevitable fate.
It should draw a lesson from the fate of the Park Geun Hye regime which met a
miserable end while pursuing sycophancy to outsiders, confrontation with
compatriots and fascist misrule against the public mindset and the trend of times,
and explore a way of volte-face.
To get rid of the inveterate servile attitude of absolutizing sycophancy and
dependence on outsiders and the pro-America thought that it cannot live without the
U.S. will be the start of its independent diplomacy and the first step in the course of
achieving peace.
It should choose one thing -- peace or war, national cooperation or dependence on
outsiders. There is no other way but independence or worship of powers, patriotism
or treachery.
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